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Overview
 About HighWire

 I’ve got all this content…

 Discoverability:
 Web 2.0, Findability & Availability, New Devices & Channels, Accessibility

 Profitability:
 Via traditional routes
 Open access
 Usage statistics

 Content matters
 Digital preservation

 What’s next?
 eBooks
 Print on demand/custom publishing
 Semantic web
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About HighWire
 We do not publish our own content but are an e-publishing 

platform, since 1995
 A division of Stanford University Libraries
 Largest not-for-profit publisher in the world
 ~1400 publications from over 140 publishers

 Journals
 Books
 Databases

 About half are STM*, half are SSH**

 We host 71 of the 200 most frequently cited journals
 Launched new platform, H2O, in 2008

*scientific, technical and medical
**social sciences and humanities
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I’ve got all this content…


What do I do with it??



I’ve got all this content...

 In less than 30 years, journals have 
changed...
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From paper...
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To online...



I’ve got all this content...
 In less than 30 years, journals have changed 

from print to online
 The pace of change isn’t showing any signs of 

relenting
 user needs are changing e.g. more precise information and faster
 new audiences e.g. the developing world
 new platforms e.g. iPhone, Kindle and more
 new formats and
 new hosting models

 Your content needs to be out there!
 How do publishers create and maintain an online 

presence?
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I’ve got all this content...
 And you need to have an online presence
 Need to leverage your content to make money
 Need to meets the demands/needs of:

 co-owning societies
 publishing boards & management
 librarians
 existing and new subscribers
 researchers
 authors
 aggregators
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I’ve got all this content...
 Scan it, digitise it

 Outsource it!
 Ensure it adheres to standards to futureproof it

 NLM XML etc
 Market, advertise, sell your offering

 Sales teams, Marketing depts
 Link it

 Interlink with other platforms and content, put it 
about, entice!

 Be a gateway to your content not a guardian
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Discoverability
 The Web changed the world, Web 2.0 changed 

browsing and online expectations
 Web 2.0 allows users

 to collect, group and link to existing content in new ways, e.g. 
Connotea, Mendeley

 to create communities around common interests, e.g. Facebook
 to generate their own content around core material e.g. Amazon 

user reviews

 We expect to be able to reuse, add to, comment on, 
push, post, discuss, to copy, to own!

 HighWire developed H2O to facilitate this
 Content needs to be findable and available on many 

devices and channels
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Findability & Availability

 Name some ‘mobile’ devices

15
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Mobile Computers

Media Rec/Play

Handheld GamesCell Phones

Mobile devices

16

eReaders

SONY

Smart Phones



Findability and Availability

 New information channels...
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New Channels
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Communities

Mobile Devices

Print Replacement
Print-on-
demand

Custom Publishing

Multimedia

Podcasts

E-Channels

Blogs

Widgets

Wikis

Storefronts



Findability & Availability
 New information channels mean people are 

accessing your content in new ways
 HighWire partners with Google to enable 

Googlebots to find new content reliably
 HighWire makes sure content is searchable and 

indexed in major search engines
 Search engines brings approx 75% of all traffic to 

our sites
 50% of ALL traffic goes straight to the content, 

skipping the home page and tables of contents
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Every article has to be a home page...
 Every article view (abstract, full text, PDF) 

offers a snapshot of what else is avaliable
 Content is expandable and collapsible, 

reducing white space
 Related content is pulled in from other sources
 Improved navigation and user interaction
 More opportunities to use widgets and Web 

2.0 features
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An H1O article
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The same article in H2O
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Accessibility
 Web accessibility guidelines: W3C+

 HighWire sites must meet minimum accessibility 
standards in USA (ADA*) and UK (DDA**)
 All images have alt text
 Optimised for screen reading
 Strict xhtml coding
 Clean XML

 More than making content available to people who 
browse in non-traditional ways:
 Helps search engines
 Users with low bandwidth in developing world

+World Wide Web Consortium , *American Disability Act, **Disability Discrimination Act
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Profitability
 Selling your content or access to your content 

makes money! $$$
 Traditional revenue routes:

 Institutional subscriptions
 Site licensing
 IP authentication
 Athens/Shibboleth

 Individual subscriptions
 User name and password
 Pay per view and site passes (micro-payments)
 Membership benefits

 Copyright, reprints, permissions
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Profitability
 Other ways of making money?

 Advertising:
 online banner ad sales comparatively poor to print. If print is 

on the decline...?
 Reprints and permissions: 

 can you monitor the afterlife of a PDF?
 Sales:

 direct competition from the large, commercial publishers
 Consortia:

 institutions club together to exercise stronger buying power, 
bringing prices down

 Big deals:
 great for large publishers but squeezing out the smaller 

journals or content providers
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But what about open access?
 The term ‘open access’ is often inaccurately applied to several 

types of content:
1. Free content

 Is content that never had any access controls applied to it

1. Content available to the user via an institutional subscription
 IP authentication often misleads end users into thinking content is free, 

even though the library has paid for it

1. Content originally funded by a public agency
 A public funding body has funded the research and therefore it must be 

freely available on the web

1. Content paid for by an institution (‘author pays’)
 An author’s institution has paid for the content to be free immediately on 

publication, without embargo
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Open access
 Some researchers and libraries believe that 

research should be ‘freely’ available on the web 
and will boycott publishers who make them pay 
but...

 Research also shows that those same people 
prefer to use a typeset, copy-edited, final 
version of an article rather than an author 
manuscript...

 ... and they like nice, easy-to-use web sites
 The cost of producing journals and sites needs 

to be covered
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Open access

 Publishers must make money
 Publishers must continue to attract 

researchers and authors
 Publishers must validate their existence
 Publishers must satisfy the open access 

movement
 How?
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Open access – the author pays

 The ‘author pays’ model is offered by many 
journals:
 The author (institution) pays a fee for publication
 A copy must be deposited in an open repository, such 

as PubMed Central, either by the author or by the 
journal

 No embargo is applied to that content, either on the 
journal site or at PMC

 It can be any article, agency-funded or not
 Sometimes known as ‘self-archiving’
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Open access - mandated deposit
 Some research work is funded by agencies

 NIH* in USA
 Wellcome Trust in UK

 Theory: the work is publically funded and therefore 
should be freely available

 As of April 2008, a copy of the paper must be deposited 
in an open access repository: PMC or UKPMC

 Either the author or the journal can deposit the paper
 Can exist alongside a publisher’s ‘author pays’ model

*National Institutes of Health
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Usage statistics
 Print circulation figures used to be a solid measure of a journal’s usage
 The Impact Factor* was a solid measure of a journal’s importance and 

success

 Online usage is harder to measure but can’t be ignored
 Increasingly important for online publishers who require accurate stats for 

stakeholders, revenue streams and for
 Institutions who require accurate stats to determine whether they spend 

diminishing subscription budgets on your content
** the average number of citations to those papers that were published during the two preceding years
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Usage stats for the publisher
 Most traffic to HighWire sites is from search engines
 Massive increase in the number of single page accesses 

directly to an article  high bounce rate
 Publishers are combining this metric with Time spent on 

site to measure a site’s success
 Every page must now be a home page (slide 20)
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Usage for the publisher
 HighWire provides stats to help publishers analyse site 

usage:
 Editorial usage
 Institutional usage
 Usage by IP
 Subscriber usage
 Non-subscriber usage
 Site usage

 Publishers also use:
 Google Analytics – a script on every page
 3rd party applications, e.g. HitList
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Usage for the customer
 Usage by a library or site is key in determining whether or not that 

subscription is renewed
 Those stats must be easily available, translatable and comparable
 Prior to 2002, this was an unmanageable task
 A standard approach to usage stats was developed to allow 

subscription administrators to compare like-for-like stats from 
multiple subscriptions across different platforms

 Project COUNTER (Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic 
Resources), March 2002
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Usage for the customer
 http://www.projectcounter.org
 ‘An international initiative serving librarians, publishers 

and intermediaries by setting standards that facilitate the 
recording and reporting of online usage statistics in a 
consistent, credible and compatible way’

 Electronic journals and databases must offer COUNTER 
stats if they are to remain serious contenders:
 COUNTER-compliance influences whether an institution will 

(re)subscribe

http://www.projectcounter.org/
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Content matters
 Standardise!

 DTDs: document type definition. Can be proprietary.
 NLM XML Journal Publishing and Book Publishing DTDs
 DOIs: digital object identifiers – every one unique
 PRISM: Publishing Requirements for Industry Standard Metadata
 COUNTER
 NISO: National Information Standards Organisation

 Metadata: is it correct? Who wants it downstream? Who 
has it?

 Copyright, ownership
 Digital rights
 Intellectual property laws

 Digital preservation
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Digital preservation
 Digital content must be preserved for:

 Reuse
 Future sales
 Back-up in case of catastrophe
 Historical value
 To provide perpetual access

 Key players: British Library, Dutch KB, Wellcome 
Trust, PubMed Central (NIH)

 Stanford initiatives:
 LOCKSS: lots of copies keeps stuff safe
 CLOCKSS: controlled LOCKSS
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What’s next?
 eBooks!
 The first HighWire web site was a book – Oxford 

English Dictionary http://dictionary.oed.com/
 Many HighWire publishers have large book offerings 

that they want to put online
 The advent of digital readers and the Google Book 

Settlement heighten that need
 We have developed a standards-based book platform

http://dictionary.oed.com/
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What’s next?
 New online content hosts

 More third parties want to partner with HighWire publishers, to 
leverage the content:
 Mendeley – the “Last.fm” of research articles
 ResearchBlogger
 DeepDyve

 Journal Usage Factor* as the new Impact Factor
 Print on demand
 Custom publishing

*usage statistics as the basis of a new metric of journal quality
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What’s next?
 Web 3.0, 4.0…

 The semantic web* will affect all publishers of online content
 Semantic tagging: xml, pdfs, others
 Partnerships with 3rd parties e.g Access Innovations

 More standardisation
 More widgets: use and reuse of content
 More formats/platforms/channels
 More blogs, wikis, podcasts

*The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across 
application, enterprise, and community boundaries
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 Thank You!

Dom Mitchell

dom@highwire.stanford.edu
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